
One of the most simple and easy ways to
clean your new permanent bracelet or anklet
is by using a treated polishing cloth (usually
meant for jewelry) and gently rub and wipe
down the entire piece. You will instantly start
to see smudges and dirt come onto the cloth,
resluting in a clean and shiny piece! It is
recommended that you clean your
bracelet/anklet 2-3 times week or more
frequently if you are active or outdoors a lot. 
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There are many perks to wearing permanent jewelry
rather than regular, but it is always important to take care
and clean your jewelry even if you cannot take it off.
Althoug it may seem difficult, there are still many
solutions to help you maintain your permanent jewelry
and make it last a lifetime! Here are a few tips on how
you can clean your permanent jewelry for best results! 

Treated Polishing
Cloth

1.

You can find these pens online. With brands 
 such as MINE, REEDS or BERRICLE, all pens
are around the $20 price range! First, place a
cloth under the bracelet/anklet to protect
your skin from the solution of the pen. Then,
gently bruhs the cleaning solution with your
pen and give it 20-30 seconds. Then, simply
wash it off with water and you'll be left with a
clean and sparkly bracelet/anklet just like
new!  

2. Jewelry
Cleaning Pen

Another way you could clean your permanent
jewelry is by using any regular jewelry
cleaning solution. Make sure you first put on
a rubber glove and carefully slide your
bracelet over the the glove. Then, use any
small household brush (preferably a
toothbrush) and dip it into the solution and
gently scrub your bracelet. Then, rinse off
with water and you are good to go! 

3.Jewelry Cleaning
Solution 
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